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True course
to the past
Cristina Sanders’quest for authenticity
in her historical fiction has sparked a love
of tall ships and an obsession with an
enduring maritime mystery. by JANET WILSON

A

sk historical fiction
writer Cristina Sanders
if history should be
interpreted through
the lens of modern
values and she doesn’t
hesitate. “People need to look at history
in the context of the times,” she declares.
“Nowadays, if we look at the past through
our eyes, through our senses, through our
sensibilities, we make misjudgments about
all these people. And the things they did
wrong and about the things they did right.”
Sanders is well acquainted with those
diﬀerent values.
The self-described
“61-year-old going
on 12”, who has
lived and worked
around books all her
life, began writing
historical fiction
only seven years ago.
The result has been
books portraying the
vicissitudes of New
Zealand pioneering life. Sanders writes as
she lives:with energy, absorbed by ideas,
in a call-a-spade-a-bloody-shovel way.
Her first novel, Jerningham, a New Zealand bestseller, inventories Wellington’s
early European settlement and dramatises
the story of real-life colonist Edward
Jerningham Wakefield’s rise and subsequent demise. Jerningham is described on
the back cover of the book as a “wild-child”
of the family. It’s a bold claim considering
that his father, Edward Gibbon Wakefield,
abducted his second wife, Ellen Turner,
from school.
“They all eloped, all that family,”

Sanders says. “Three of the brothers,
the father twice. I think that was quite
common.” Gibbon and Turner married
at Gretna Green, in Scotland, on March 8,
1826, then fled for France, where he was
apprehended. A year later, Gibbon and his
brother William were given three-year
prison sentences. “The men who came
out to New Zealand weren’t the first-class
brains they wanted to keep at home. The
colonies were filled with these men,” Sanders explains, before going on to detail the
roguishness of the Wakefield whānau.
William Wakefield “wasn’t as bright
as Gibbon, he didn’t
have these great
ideas”. Brother
Daniel “was a terrible man. He was
a drunk. He left his
wife with syphilis.”
Another brother,
Arthur, had languished in his work.
“He had been around
the world missing
promotions in the navy for years.”
She says the early settlers “made a lot
of silly mistakes”. The first was situating
Wellington at Pito-one (now called Petone)
at the top of the harbour, the site of a
swamp. “They were on the edge of their
history, and they couldn’t see what was
going to happen a minute ahead, let alone
a year ahead or a hundred years ahead,”
she says, defining the settlers’ subsequent
move to Thorndon as purely pragmatic.

“They weren’t
concerned about
environmentalism, or
equality of the sexes or
races. That didn’t even
enter their thoughts.”
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T

he opportunity to write Jerningham came when Sanders
took a postgraduate course in
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Sailing back in time:
historical novelist
Cristina Sanders
aboard the Spirit
of New Zealand.
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creative writing at Whitireia Community
Polytechnic. She started reading all the
characters’ primary sources,including
letters and journals. “Jerningham wrote
fantastic journals,
” she says. “He was a
beautiful writer – really gutsy,flowing
writing.
“It wasn’t what we think now;they
weren’t concerned about environmentalism,or equality of the sexes or the races.
That didn’t even enter their thoughts,
”
she says. “They were thinking,‘We’ve got
starving people in England. The society is
crumbling.’”
In 2020,Jerningham was shortlisted for
the NZ Society of Authors Heritage Literary Awards. Critic and historian Emeritus
Professor Lydia Wevers,in a review on
Newsroom,lauded the novel for its authenticity:“Sanders makes you smell the
astringent smoke of manuka,feel the mud
and the shifting shingle of Te Aro stream,
hear the grog shop on the beach,
” Wevers
said. “Jerningham is an accomplished,
vibrant and historically grounded novel.”
While researching the book,Sanders
also became intrigued with tall ships.
She’d had no interest at all before that. “I
thought I just needed to know how that
worked. Why was it taking them three
weeks to get to Whanganui,when one
time they do it in three days?”
She began with a trip for adults on
the tall ship Spirit of New Zealand,held
to mark the University of Otago’s 150th
anniversary in 2019. The event was
crowned with the ship sailing into Otago
Harbour. “And it was a rocking day,
”
Sanders recalls. “A really rolling sea,it was
just magic. And I thought,‘Oh this is cool’.”
She’s since graduated to becoming crew
on the training trips for teenagers,which
she takes every month if she can. “You get
40 young people coming on board and you
change their lives. What else can you ask
for?” Those trips also serve as opportunities to carry out research,courtesy of the
extensive tall-ship library on board.

B

ooks and the book world have
threaded their way inexorably
through Sanders’ life. Her parents
owned Gateway Bookshop,a former children’s bookshop in Wellington. Sanders
can remember sitting in a corner of the
shop and reading. “And I helped when I
got a bit older. I would stamp the Gateway
Bookshop stamp onto the books. And
write the prices – you had to write the
prices in by hand. But it was lovely,
” she
recalls. University and a geography degree
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followed,then work as a librarian at the
Department of Trade and Industry and
the National Library Services to Schools.
But the lure of travel was strong – first
to Canada,her husband Paul’s birthplace,
then London,where Sanders landed a
gig as a sales rep at Hodder & Stoughton,
founded in 1868 and now part of the
Hachette book group. Sanders describes
herself there as “a bit of an oddity … this
kid from New Zealand”,but it was a fun
year. “The editors were brilliant.”
Which begs the question:having been
surrounded by books all her life,why did
she take up writing just seven years ago?
“I don’t know. If you read a lot,you don’t
think you can do it,
” she says,going on to
explain that she’d never read trash,only
“the crème de la crème of authors”. “And
I just assumed you have to be a genius to
write a book and that I could never do it.”
It was young-adult-fiction author and
fellow Hawke’s Bay local Mary-anne Scott
who convinced her otherwise. Sanders

“Women have had a
hard rap. We don’t get
many true stories about
positive women role
models because we don’t
write the history.”
was working as a web marketer at the
time and Scott needed a new website.
Scott encouraged Sanders to do the same
Whitireia course she had taken. Both
writers have just been recognised as
finalists in the 2022 New Zealand Book
Awards for Children and Young Adults:
Scott for The Tomo and Sanders for her
young-adult novel Displaced,published
last year.
Based on her Norwegian ancestors’
journey to New Zealand and the central Hawke’s Bay,Displaced won the
2020 Storylines Tessa Duder Award
for an unpublished manuscript. It
is told through the eyes of Eloise,an
18-year-old whose family migrates to
Hawke’s Bay from Cornwall. Eloise’s
love interest is Norwegian lad Lars
– a riﬀ on Sanders’ family name
of Larsen. “I didn’t tell it from [the
Norwegians’] point of view because
that would feel like appropriation,
even though it’s my family,
” she says.
“Because I don’t speak the language,

I don’t understand the culture. But I do
know a lot about Cornish girls.”

I

f Sanders took her time starting to
write,she has more than made up for
it since. Her third book in as many
years,Mrs Jewell and the Wreck of the
General Grant,hit bookshops on June 14.
Sanders was on another tall ship,as part
of the 2019 Tuia Encounters 250 celebrations,when a fellow sailor told her about
the famous shipwreck oﬀ the Auckland
Islands,360km south of Stewart Island.
“I couldn’t get it out of my head,it was
just stuck,
” she says. “And I was writing
something about Taranaki then. And I just
threw it aside and started writing General
Grant.”
And what a yarn it is,with the ship’s
exact whereabouts still a mystery to
this day. The three-masted barque left
Melbourne in May 1866,bound for
London,with 73kg of gold bullion in
its hold. It was also carrying successful
miners,with their own hoards,often sewn
into their clothes.
The ship was on its way to Cape Horn
when it struck the towering cliﬀs of the
main island of the Auckland group,was
sucked into a cave and sank. Only 15 of the
83 passengers and crew survived,living
as castaways on an island in the rugged
sub-Antarctic group,among them just one
woman,Mary Ann Jewell. She’s a figure
who intrigues Sanders.
“I think she was made to be an
incredible woman but isn’t that always the
way? That you’re made to be incredible?”
she says,alluding to how challenges can
create strong women.
Nevertheless,she agrees that from what
we know of Mrs Jewell,“she probably was
quite a gutsy woman.”
Jewell and her husband,who also
survived,spent 18 traumatic months on

the Auckland Islands before being finally
rescued. Only 10 made it back to Australia.
Mrs Jewell and the Wreck of the General
Grant covers many sweeping themes
including survivor’s guilt, being a woman
in a man’s world, and hope. And, of course,
the mystery of the gold still on board.
Telling the story presented its own
challenges. Only three testimonials from
the 10 survivors exist, including from
Mary Ann’s husband, Joseph. On reading
them, Sanders concluded there was a
“boys-on-tour” collaboration among them.
Their versions of what happened, she
says, were “very, very similar”.
She believes the survivors were protecting their own interests with hopes of
going back to get the gold. “I think if you
had survived 18 months and you knew
you had a ship
gold oﬀ the side of
y
p full of g

“Our grandchildren are
going to look back at us
and say, ‘Oh my God,
they ate animals. They
didn’t let children vote.”

the island – are you going to come oﬀ and
[tell] the first reporter that comes to you
and says, ‘Where did you sink?’, ‘Oh, we
sank at this co-ordinate here.’ Why would
you do that, you know? Of course you
wouldn’t.”
Sanders also sees publishing the book
as righting another wrong – history’s propensity to ghost women. “Women have
a hard rap
p in history, really. We don’t get
many stories, true stories,
m
about positive women
a
Above, Sanders regualarly crews
on the Spirit of New Zealand. Below
role models in history
r
left, survivors Joseph and Mary Ann
because we don’t write the
b
Jewell. Below, the Auckland Islands
sstories, we don’t write the
where the General Grant went down.
history.
h
“All the big things that
actually changed the
a
ccountry, the treaties and
tthe battles and all that
ssort of stuﬀ, they’re not
tthere.”

T

o help herself fill
“the huge missing
pieces” of the

General Grant puzzle, Sanders studied the
history of other wrecks oﬀ the Auckland
Islands. She also befriended experts,
such as Wellington shipwreck author
John McCrystal. This, in turn, led to an
introduction to adventurer Bill Day.
Day, a man of big ideas and even bigger
exploits, had already taken four expeditions down to the Auckland Islands
searching for the General Grant and the
gold on board. He was planning his fifth
journey last January when the two met.
“John wrote to Bill Day introducing me
and Bill came back within 10 minutes
saying, ‘Hi, nice to meet you. Where do I
get a copy of your book?’”
Day took the book down to the windswept inhospitable islands, while Sanders
followed his progress on her marine
tracker, both arguing about possible
positions of the ship. “He was looking at
the science. He wanted to know what the
wind direction was, where the boat went,”
Sanders says. “And I’d say, with my fiction
hat on, ‘What if that’s not true? What say
they’re lying? What say they were hiding
the position of the General Grant because
they wanted to come back?’”
The two continue to keep in touch, revelling in new pieces of information about
the mystery. “That’s the mystery. Where’s
the bloody ship?” she says, before adding
that she thinks it will eventually be found.
And it’s that mystery that makes the
story an obsession. “Where’s the money?”
I ask her. “Follow the gold, yeah,” she
replies, “but I think follow the woman and
you might eventually find the gold.”
Joseph and Mary Ann Jewell never
returned to Devon, their intended new
home at the start of their voyage. They
lived in Australia for the rest of their lives.
Mary Ann was able to make a lucrative
living giving talks and interviews in the
sealskin clothes she made on the island,
for which she was paid £60 a time. “Far
more than I get paid for talking to bloody
festivals now,” Sanders grumbles, before
explaining that none of the recordings of
Jewell’s talks have ever been found.
We return to the challenge of Victorian
values and how they can be interpreted
in the 21st century. For Sanders, it’s about
perspective.
“We’re here in 2022. Our grandchildren
are going to look back at us and say, ‘Oh my
God, they ate animals! They drank wine!
They didn’t let children vote,” she says.
“We have no idea about now, what we’re
going to be criticised for. So, we can’t look
back and criticise them.” l
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